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ABSTRACT: A brief bird’s eye overview is given about
possible symmetries and topologic structures of bodies
in the 3 dimensional Euclidean space. Thi~ is done for
basis of understanding some further papers of this issue.

1. INTRODUCTION
The notion of symmetry is widely used for
characterizing patterns of biological objects. However, it is often used purely
qualitatively. It is not so in mineralogy and crystallography, but their symmetries
are almost exclusively discrete. Crystallographic analogons are very useful in many
cases (e.g., for the radial symmetry of Ctenophora, radial pseudosymmetry of
Echinodermata, left-right symmetry of higher evolved animals, etc.). Still,
continuous symmetries are also possible and they need another approach.
There are more complicated cases as well. Is anAmmonita symmetric? Its chambers
grow along a spiral line in a regular manner. There is no left-right symmetry,
neither radial symmetry, nor rotational symmetry. Still a regularity is dearly seen.
Is it a symmetry, and ff it is, in what sense?
The question cannot be fully answered. Any well-defined transformation may be
called a symmetry. However, one knows what is a geometrical symmetry. The
present paper applies the formalism to situations relevant for biological objects.
Section 2 is a brief recapitulation of the Killing vector technique of Riemann
spaces. Section 3 applies the equations in the 3 dimensional Euclidean space. First
all the Killing vectors (including conformal ones) of this space are calculated and
then, now excluding the conformai ones, all possible cases are listed when the
actual symmetry of the matter distribution is smaller. Section 4 contains some
remarks for discrete symmetries.
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Section 5 illustrates the possible subgroups of continuous symmetries on examples,
while Section 6 mentions some principles of topologic classifications of objects.
Some explanations and commenting remarks, which might also properly be
footnotes as well, are included into the text, but for showing the specific r61e in
CAPITALS.

2. ON KILLING SYMMETRIES
This Chapter is a brief recapitulation of the theory of continuous symmetry
transformations for pedestrians. For more details see (Eisenhardt, 1933) and
citations therein.

Consider a Riemann (pseudo-Riemann) space of n dimensions. There is a
coordinate system {x/} on the manifold. Because of the Riemannian structure any
regular recoordination is permitted (Eisenhardt, 1950), but this possibility will be
mainly ignored in this paper.
A domain o.f the space is filled with matter. This matter is characterized by a set of
fields (@a(x~)}. This set contains the relevant data. of the matter, say ~1 may be the
density, @2 the colour, ~3 classifies the tissue at x~ as liver, muscle, kidney, etc. The
domain is generally finite, but we restrict ourselves to the interior and neglect the
boundaries. For the present we ignore the discontinuous nature of the matter in
biological objects. Then the cellular structure is averaged away. This is satisfactory
if the number of cells is > > 1.
Now identify a number of points in the matter; 3 will be sufficient, in an
infinitesimal neighbourhood

Xli = Xi + drii

In a Riemarm space the distances of infinitesimally close points can be written as

drlK = dr.l-dxK (2.1)

(NOTE THE EINSTEIN CONVENTION (Eisenhardt, 1950): THERE IS AUTOMATIC
SUMMATION FOR INDICES OCCURRING TWICE IF BOTH ABOVE AND BELOW.) In a
Riemann space gik is positive definite; in a pseudo-Riemann one this does not hold.
Then in a pseudo-Riemann space (as the spacetime around us) 0 distance is
possible between points which are not neighbours. Then in such a space the metric
generates a so called light-cone structure: the lines of 0 distance build up a kind of
connection. Here we will not have pseudo-Riemann spaces, but still the problem of
neighbours is to be discussed, since the metric tensor does not show the topology.
(E.g., the same metric tensor is valid for a plane, a mantle of a cylinder and that of a
cone.) This problem is relegated to Section 6, and until that we regard the topology
as known.

So we have our selected infinitesimal t.riangle around x/. Let us try with a
transformation. Introduce a vector field/~(x), and shift all the points along this
vector field in the manner
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x/’ = x/ + ~(i(x) (2.2)

with the same ~ for all the points. Then, depending on the vector field, there are
three possibilities:

1) The new triangle is geometrically identical with the original one, i.e., the three
angles have remained unchanged, and so for the lengths of the sides. Then we call
this shift a Killing symmetry.

2) The new triangle is similar: the angles are unchanged and the lengths
proportional. Then the shift is a conformal Killing symmetry.
3) Neither is true. Then the shift is not a symmetry. (To BE SURE, WEAKER
SYMMETRIES CAN BE DEFINED AND SOMETIMES ARE USED (Katzin et aL, 1969).
HOWEVER SOMEWHERE ONE MUST DRAW A LINE, AND WE STOP AT CONFORMAL
KILLING SYMMETRY.) In addition, for a symmetry we require that at the new points
the matter remain the same (symmetry) or at least similar (conformal symmetry),
i.e., that ~a show some scaling.

Now we are going to discuss the geometry in details: then some (ransformations are
symmetries from geometric viewpoint, and later the consumer can check if ~a
shows scaling or not.
We start with infinitesimal shifts, and this will be enough, because one can repeat
the transformation in any times. So now [ ¯ I is infinitesimal, and we can calculate
up to first order in it. Note that

dr/’ = dr/ +  .Ki,rdr" (2.3)
where the comma stands for partial derivative. (THE PARTIAL DERIVATIVE
GENERALLY DESTROYS THE DEFINITE TENSORIAL STRUCTORE IN RIEMANN SPACES,
SO FORMULAE OF RELEVANCE MUST BE REFORMULABLE IN TERMS OF COVARIANT
DERIVATIVES, DENOTED BY SEMICOLON. FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE LATI’ER
DERIVATIVE SEE THE STANDARD LITERATURE, E.G., (Eisenhardt, 1950). ALL OUR
FINAL FORMULAE COULD BE WR.rFFEN INTO SUCH A FORM.) Our previous
conditions for a symmetry can be written as

(2.4)

where 12=0 if the symmetry is not conformal.

Now, eqs. (2.2-4), in first order, lead to

g.ul~,~ +g~,i+g.~ = flgi~

By means of covariant derivatives this equation can be rewritten as

(2.5)

(2.5’)

which is the Killing equation (Eisenhardt, 1933); conformal if 12 differs from 0. In
terms of Lie derivatives (Eisenhardt, 1933) the equation gets the even more
compact form
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(2.5")
expressing the fact that the change of the metric tensor is proportional to itself
along the vector field K (0 if the symmetry is not conformal). This is just the reason
for the similarity between the triangles.
If the metric of the space is given (which we assume henceforth), then eq. (2.5) is a
system of linear partial differential equations, which can be solved somehow.
Combinations with constant coefficients are again solutions, so the general
solution is

Id(x) = q~K~(x)                             (2.6)

wh.ere the q’s are constant; provided that we have got all the independent solutions
K:(x). For conformal symmetries the corresponding fl’s add up in a similar
manner.

For more than one Killing vectors the corresponding transformations form a
group, since a sequence of symmetry transformations is a symmetry transformation
by its result. Then one can calculate the commutator of two infinitesimal
transformations by using eq. (2.3); the result reads as

[Ka, K#li -- KarK~,r - I~r Kaiv (2.7)

(WHERE ALL THE COMMAS COULD BE SUBSTITUTED BY SEMICOLONS AS WELL
BECAUSE THE DIFFERENCE CANCELS DUE TO THE ANTISYMMETRIC COMBINATION).
Since the commutator again would generate a symmetry transformation,

[Kw Kg]i = c~K~ (2.8)

where the c’s are the structure constants of the group.

3. CONTINUOUS SYMMETRY TRANSFORMATIONS
IN THE 3 DIMENSIONAL EUCLIDEAN SPACE
Biological objects live around us in a 3 dimensional Euclidean space. There

(3.1)

This is a zero curvature space. For constant curvature the number of independent
Killing vectors is Vm(n + 1); including conformal ones ½(n + 1)(n +2) (Eisenhardt,
1933). So in our case the number of possible independent symmetries is 10, of
which 6 keep distances, while 4 are only similarities. The complete list is as follows:

t,= ; ~,=o
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with

lIQ -~-X

(3.2)

r2 ~ x2 + y2 + z2 (3.3)

where boldfaces stand for 3-component entities colloquially called vectors of axial
vectors. Generally P is called translation, J rotation, D dilatation and sometimes Q
inversion, being in some connection with the inversions to the unit circle. The most
general vector field for a symmetry transformation is built up from the above ones
with 10 constant coefficients.

By evaluating the commutators (2.7) one gets

[e~,Pa] = 0
[~,~,~a] = ~,.a~, .oe o
[Pa, D] = Pa

~a, J#] = "~ r¢j a (3.4)

[~.,Ol = 0

[a., aal = 0
~ ~ the confo~al ~oup of 3-space. I~oring the ~o~al s~met~ we get
the s~met~ group of the Euclid~n spa~ in stricter sere, {P,~, which ~ the
E(3) group of 3 tra~latio~ and 3 rotations.
Now we are ready ~th the ~d~t possible group of ~ntinuo~ s~met~
transformatiom for biologi~l object. ~en ~m~ the s~nd ~ndition that in the
new poinm the matter be the same (or similar) ~ in the original on~. So a
~ntinuo~ ~nfo~al s~met~ transformation ~11 have the form (2.2), where ~
~ ~ in (2.6), ~th the pa~icular ~s ~om (3.2), so that the material characte~ti~



(density, colour, composition, etc.) show a scaling as well; a continuous strict
symmetry will contain only P and J from (3.2) and the material characteristics will
be strictly unchanged. (IT IS POSSIBLE TO BE MORE GENERAL. ONE MAY DEFINE
TRANSFORMATION FOR THE MATERIAL DATA AS WELL, SAY CHANGES IN COLOUR,
AND THEN A COMBINED SHIF~ AND COLOUR CHANGE MAY BE A SYMMETRY. THIS
CONSTRUCTION IS KNOWN IN SOME BRANCHES OF PHYSICS, AS E.G., THE
SUPERSYMMETRY OF PARTICLE PHYSICS (GOL’FAND AND LIHTMAN, 1974) BOT THIS
WILL NOT BE DONE HERE.) In what follows we assume that there is no problem to
decide if the new point is materially identical with (or similar to) the original one.

Then by observation one can select the actually existing subgroup. The theoretical
possibilities are limited because generally the commutator relations (2.7) cease to
be closed ff we omit symmetries from a group. To the end of this Section we ignore
the conformal symmetries.

Now I try to list all the possibilities. (OF COURSE THE POSSIBLE SUBGROUPS OF
E(3) ARE LISTED IN THE STAUDARD LrrEI~,ATORE (PETROV, 1966). HOWEVER,
THAT IS NOT THE COMPLETE ANSWER FOR THE PRESENT QUESTION, AS WILL BE
SEEN.) I hope that no case is forgotten, but if the Gentle Reader were to discover a
missing one then he would be honoured. To begin with, observe that we have 3
independent ’directions’ (say, i = - ¯ -)" Now, select, e.g., We have Px and Jx in
this direction. There are then 5 pos~fities:            x"

1)Both Px and Jx are symmetries.

2)Only Px is a symmetry.

3) Only Jx is a symmetry.

4)Neither Px nor Jx is a symmetry, but a special combination ,of theirs
nx = a ’x + b xis.

5) No combination ofPx andJx is a symmetry.

Here Hx is a helical symmetry, a combined rotation + translation along the
rotational axis. Now let us start from the maximal symmetry downwards. Observe
that the numbering 1, 2, 3 of the components is arbitrary.

6 symmetries:

(P,J). The matter is homogeneous and isotropic; no preferred point or
direction.

$ symmetries:

~b. This class is empty, according to the Fubini lemma (Petrov, 1966).

4 symmetries:

(P, J1)"
rotation.

Homogeneity, with a preferred direction, which is an axis of
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3 symmetries:

a) (Pt, P2, P3)" Homogeneity without isotropy.

b) (P1, P2,./3). Planar symmetry, with a rotational symmetry around an axis
orthogonal to the planes.

c) (P1,P2,H3). Planar symmetry, with helically rotated but otherwise
identical planes.

d) (’/1,./2, J3)" Spherical symmetry (rotations around 3 orthogonal axes).

e) (HI, H2,J3). Rotational symmetry around the z axis with helical
symmetries along any axis orthogonally intersecting the z one.

2 symmetries:

a) (P1, P2)- Sequence of planes with homogeneity within each plane.

b) (P1,./1)" Cylindrical symmetry.

I symmetry:

a) (P1). Translational symmetry in one direction.

b) (J1). Rotational symmetry around one axis.

c) (HI). Helical symmetry along one axis.

These are 12 different possibilities for non-conformal continuous symmetries of
living organisms; in the cases when H’s appear, there is a scale constant connecting
translation and rotation. Including the 4 conformal symmetries the construction
would go likewise, but this will not be done here.

4. ON THE DISCRETE SYMMETRIES
As mentioned earlier, the discrete symmetries in 3 dimensions are extensively listed
in crystallographic literature. (See e.g., (Kittel, 1961) and further citations therein.)
So we do not go into details, only classify the possible discrete symmetries into two
classes. Namely

1) In addition to the E(3) group the Euclidean space possesses 3 independent
discrete symmetries, which can be chosen as reflexions to 3 orthogonal planes.

2) Any possible continuous symmetry, which is actually absent, can still appear at
discrete steps. E.g., it is possible that P~ is not a symmetry with arbitrary
transformation parameter ~, but still it is a symmetry in steps NA.
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Again, a lot of combinations may exist. E.g. rotations and reflections to planes may
be combined to reflections to sequences of rotated planes. Now, the discrete
version of this is the familiar radial symmetry.

5. EXAMPLES
Up to now we restricted ourselves to the Cartesian coordinates x; ~ z. Now, for
explicit examples, it is useful to use other special coordinates, but we do not want
to go into the details of coordinate transformations (for which see e.g., (Eisenhardt,
1950)). Only let us note that by performing the coordinate transformation
xi’ ffi x"(xk) a vector is transformed as

(5.1)
Two special coordinate systems will be mentioned. The first is the spherical polar
system (r,0,q,):

x = rsin0cos~
y ffi rsin0sin~ (5.2)
Z ---- rcos0

with the corresponding inverses. The second is the cylindric system (~,~o,[’):
x
y = psin¢, (5.3)
z=~

Now let us see some symmetries. First we return to the list of possible continuous
strict symmetries.

3d, spherical symmetry.

By transforming all the 3 J’s in (3.2) into spherical polar coordinates (not given
here) one obtains that the transformations act on r = const, surfaces. Any point on
such a surface can be rotated into any other. Therefore the symmetry exists ff

By other words, any material date can change only with the radial distance from a
center.

3b, planar symmetry with rotation.

It is the most convenient now to use cylindrical coordinates. The rotation axis is
taken in the ~o direction. In the planes orthogonal to this axis there act two
translations and one rotation, which is the E(2) group. Such a plane is then
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maximally symmetric. Therefore nothing depends on the coordinates o, ~,.
Consequently the symmetry exists ff

2b, cylindrical symmetry.

The symmetry direction is taken as z. Then, by transforming Pz and Jz one gets

Consequently there remains

% =
lc, helical symmetry.

As mentioned, Hi = P1 + q J1. The symmetry direction is taken as z. Then in
cylindric coordinates

The condition that a scalar obey the symmetry is, for the analogy of eq. (2.5")

LK~= = 0
which reads as

= 0
(Eisenhardt, 1950). Substituting the actual K/ and solving the partial differential
equation, the result is

÷= = ÷=(p, ~ - q~-)
Finally, consider a case when conformal Killing vector is also included. Let the only
symmetry be

We take the symmetry direction z. Then in cylindric coordinates

= [qrj
Again, requiring this as a strict symmetry on the material fields, from the vanishing
of the Lie derivative one obtains
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By other words, in one 36ff’ rotation the equivalent p and [" values increase by a
factor eq. Consequently the structure is spirallic, with proportionally growing
elements. $imi!ar structures, but of course only with discrete symmetries, arc well
known (e.g., Ammonites). However, if this symmetry exists, chamber sizes, suture
lines etc. must obey a very definite growth law with a single scaling constant. Such a
scaling can and ought to be checked.

6. TOPOLOGY
As told earlier, the metric gik does not define the neighbours on a manifold. As an
example, consider the mantle of a cylinder of radius # o. Points (~ = 2~r-~,
and (~ = ~, 1"o) are very near to each other ff ~<<1. On the other hand,
performing the transformation (5.3) the two points get at a distance (2¢r-2~)#o,
because the mantle is cut just between the neighbouring points and they are rolled
apart. So the coordinates and the metric are not enough; some extra information is
needed about the possible "compactification" of the surface.
In the 3 dimensional Euclidean space we do have this information. However,
possible configurations still are to be classified according to neighbourhood
relations (connectivity). The problem has an extended literature, so here only a few
simple examples will be mentioned; for the details cf. e.g., (Patterson, 1956).
Consider a compact 2 dimensional entity (for such case the complete classification
is known), e.g., the unit disc ~ < 1, 0 _< ~ < 2~r. This disc is simply connected. This
term means that any closed curve on it can be reduced to any point or can be
transformed into any other closed curve by continuous distortion (see the notion of
homotopy groups (Patterson, 1956)). This is shown on Figure 1.

Figure I Figure 2 Figure 3

Now, punch a small hole around the center. The punctured disc is no more simply
connected (Fig. 2.). The closed curves now are classified into 2 disjoint classes.
Curves around the hole (say A and B) can be distorted into any other such curve
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but cannot be distorted into curves not surrounding the hole (C or D) and vice
versa. In addition, a disc with a central hole can be distorted into another disc with
eccentric hole. (THE DISTORTION, ON THE OTHER HAND, IS DETECq’ED BY THE
METRIC STRUC’I~RE, BECAUSE DISTANCES BETWEEN POINT PAIRS ARE CHANGING.
NEIGHBOURHOOD AND METRIC RELATIONS TOGETHER ARE ENOUGH FOR
COMPLETE DESCRIPTION.) SO for topology all the discs with one hole are equivalent.
Punch a second hole (Fig. 3). This disc you can deform into any other disc with two
holes. Again, on it closed curves classify into four classes: surrounding the first hole
(E), the second hole (F), both holes (G) or neither of them (H). And so on. These
objects are inequivalent with each other.
Things go similarly for bodies. Consider a sphere. Each internal closed curve can be
deformed into any other. This will not change if one digs a pit into it. However,
driving a shaft completely through the interior is no more simply connected: curves
surrounding the tunnel cannot be deformed into curves not surrounding it. At this
point we deliberately stop.
It may obviously be important the possible ways of internal connections for the
structure and operation of an organism.

7. CLOSING REMARK
This paper is by no means complete, and in addition at this point may seem rather
pointless. However, it contains just the necessary mathematical background for the
rest of the articles in the next issue. Our present purpose was not to enjoy pure
mathematics but to help the understanding of some following articles.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

FIRST CIRCULAR
CALL FOR PAPERS, WORKSHOP TOPICS, AND EXHIBITION ITEMS

SYMMETRY."
NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL

Third Interdisciplinary Symmetry Congress and Exhibition of the

INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR THE INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDY OF
SYMMETRY (ISIS-SYMMETRY)

August 14- 20, 1995
Old Town Alexandria (near Washington, D. C. ) U.Sdl.

FIELDS OF INTEREST

SYMMETRY." NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL

The congress and exhibition present a broad interdisciplinary forum where the rep-
resentatives of various fields in art, science, and technology may discuss and enrich
their experiences. The concept symmetry, having roots in both art and science, helps
to provide a ’common language’ for this purpose. The new ’bridges’ between disci-
plines could inspire further ideas in the original fields of participants, as well as
facilitate the adaptation of existing ideas and methods from one field to another.
The title of the congress emphasizes the presence of symmetry (dissymmetry, bro-
ken symmetry) both in nature and in the objects created by artists, scientists, and engi-
neers.
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Exhibition: Ars Scientifica

There have been several exhibitions representing the specific impact of certain
fields of science and technology on art, but ISIS-Symmetry has initiated a regular
forum for a broader interface of art and science. The exhibition will consist of two
parts: a professional exhibition and an informal one, based on the objects illustrat-
ing the lectures given by the participants. Some workshops will be conducted in the
exhibition rooms. SPECIAL INTERESTS ofArs Scientifica are, among others: kalei-
doscopes, polyhedra, model designs, new media.

CALL FOR PAPERS

A lecture proposal should include a maximum 4-page extended abstract in a camera
ready version. Keeping in mind the interdisciplinary goals of the congress and the
composition of the participants, please try to help the readers outside of your main
discipline e.g., by explaining some special concepts, using intuitive approaches, or
giving comprehensive tables and illustrations. The extended abstracts should either
(a) describe concrete interdisciplinary ’bridges’ between different fields of art, sci-
ence, and technology using the concept of symmetry, or (b) survey the importance
of symmetry in a concrete field with an emphasis on possible ’bridges’ to other
fields. Note, please, that the central topic of the present congress Symmetry:
Natural and Artificial opens a wider door towards technological applications.
Papers discussing links between any form of symmetry-asymmetry phenomenon or
law in nature on the one side, and artistic, technical achievements on the other, are
preferred. Please consider that the meetings of ISIS-Symmetry are informal and do
not substitute for the disciplinary conferences, only supplement them with a
broader perspective.
The extended abstracts should be submitted in 2 copies, mailed 1 each to G. Darvas
and D. Nagy, on A4 or letter size pages, printed on one side of each sheet, with at
least 2.5 can (1 inch) margins both sides, top and bottom, double spaced, 12-point
characters.
Sample:

TITLE WITH CAPITAL LETIERS
[two line-spaces]

Joe Symmetrist and Josephine Asymmetrist
Department of Dissymmetry, Fibonacci University

San Symmetrino, SY 12358, Symmetryland
E-mail: symmetrist@fibonacci.edu

[two line-spaces]
The text should be printed in one column. Figures (black-and-white only) may
interrupt the text. Please avoid using any other heading (e.g., ’Extended Abstract’,
’submitted to ...’). Page numbers should be marked with pencil.
References [at the end of the abstract]:
Alphabetical order, full bibliographic description.
For more details refer to the "Instructions for contributors" on pp. 110-111.
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CALL FOR EXHIBITION ITEMS

Items for the exhibitions should be introduced in the same form as lecture-abstracts
on A4 or letter size sheets, in black-and-white camera ready, reproducible form.
Please mark with pencil at the top of the sheet: (EXHIBITION). A short descrip-
tion and/or explanation of the items, as well as the connection to the main theme of
the congress and exhibition, is preferred. Please give the dimensions of each item.
Art works, models, demonstration materials, etc. are welcome, e.g., in the following
sections: Kaleidoscopes, Polyhedral symmetry, The beauty of molecules, Aesthetics
of man-made constructions, Mechanical structures inspired by nature: Artificial
and natural structures, Design principles, New Media. Proposals for further sec-
tions are encouraged.

CALL FOR WORKSHOP TOPICS

Please give the approximate title, short description (how do you plan to organize
the workshop), other expected/proposed contributors, etc. Proposals emphasizing
interactions, mediated by symmetry, between different disciplines; science, art, and
technology; cultural origins, and relying upon the interest of participants with dif-
ferent backgrounds, are preferred.

CALL FOR PROPOSALS FOR EVENING ACTIVITIES OR PERFORMANCES

Music, dance, video, laser, etc. programs are welcome. Please submit your propos-
als, similar to the lecture abstracts, with descriptions of the feasibility and the tech-
nical requirements. Please mark with pencil at the top of the sheet:
(PERFORMANCE), (VIDEO), etc., respectively. (Formal requirements are the
same as above for papers.)

DEADLINF~

for application and short description of contribution and other proposals:
December 15, 1994;

for submitting final (camera ready) versions of the extended abstracts:
March 31, 1995.

THE FORMAT OF THE CONGRESS AND EXHIBITION

The tradition, initiated by ISIS-Symmetry, to facilitate interdisciplinary dialogues
among scientists, engineers, and artists will be continued. There will be no parallel
sections (which would lead to disciplinary separation of the participants), but each
morning there will be plenary sessions, while the main ideas will be discussed and
developed in afternoon workshops. For the evenings there are scheduled perfor-
mances and informal meetings, including recreational, and ars scientifica programs.

The working language of the congress is English.

The Scientific Advisory Committee of the Congress and Exhibition is the Board of
ISIS-Symmetry (see inside front and back covers).
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CONTACT PERSONS (for the Congress and Exhibition)

America:
Martha Pardavi-Horvath, Site Coordinator
George Washington University
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
Washington, D.C. 20052, U.S.A.
Phone: 1-202-994-5516; Fax: 1-202-994-5296; E-mail: pardavi@seas.gwu.edu
Europe:
GyOrgy Darvas, Executive Secretary, ISIS-Symmetry
Symmetrion - The Institute for Advanced Symmetry Studies
P.O. Box 4, Budapest, H-1361 Hungary
Phone: 36-1-131-8326; Fax: 36-1-131-3161; E-mail: h492dar@ella.hu

Asks:
Ddnes Nagy, President, ISIS-Symmetry
Institute of Applied Physics, University of Tsukuba
Tsukuba Science City, Ibaraki-ken 305, Japan
Phone: 81-298-53-6786; Fax: 81-298-53-5205; E-mail: nagy@bk.tsukuba.ac.jp

ISIS-SYMMETRY

ISIS-Symmetry organized its first congress and exhibition "Symmetry of Structure"
in Budapest, Hungary (August 1989), while the second one "Symmetry of Patterns"
was held in Hiroshima, Japan (August 1992). This forthcoming triennial congress
and erh~h~ion will be hosted on a third continent.
ISIS-Symmetry events demonstrate the emphasis on internationality and interdis-
dplinarity. Indeed, the Society has members in 41 countries, on all continents, and
its main purpose is to bridge art and science (different disciplines), East and West
(different cultures). (Cf. the "Aims and Scope" on p. 112.) Backgrounds of the
members of the Society represent variousfie/ds of science, art, and technology. Their
activity is linked by the concept of symmetry. Application of symmetry is also a gen-
eral tool and method influencing and fertilizing the creative thinking of each other.

APPLICATION FORM

Name: ......................................................................................................................................

Affiliation: ..............................................................................................................................

Mailing Address: ....................................................................................................................

City: ............................................................... State/Country: ...............................................

Fax: ................................. Phone: ................................. E-mail: ............................................

I intend to: C) attend the Congress (3 submit a paper C) exhibit

Tentative title of my contribution: ......................................................................................
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OBITUARY

GYORGY PA~L

1934 - 1992

Our colleague, one of the organisers of the 1991 symposium, from whose material
this issue has been selected, GyOrgy Pa~l, astronomer, long since member of the
Gconomical Scientific Society of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, died in
March, 1992 after 5 years of ailment.
His scientific career started at the end of the fifties, with observations for galaxy
clusters and quasars. In this study he formulated a hypothesis - from quasar aggre-
gatious at some red-shifts - about the non simply connected topology of the Uni-
verse, in 1970. Such a topology, quite possible according to the General Relativity,
would result in regular, although non-trivial, recurrences of multiple pictures, and,
for very simple expansion laws of Universe, in a rather crystal-like symmetric visual
appearance of the large-scale picture of the Universe. Then, for a while, he turned
to "internal" symmetries: regularities about fundamenta.l constants, patterns in the
data of celestial objects and observed characteristic quantities of the Universe. In
the eighties he concentrated on the cosmological consequences of the particle
physical theory of Grand Unification. This theory claims that the 3 fundamental
interactions (electromagnetism, weak interaction, and strong interaction), whose
combined symmetry seems to be U(1)×SU(2)×SU(3), are rather three projections
of a higher scheme of a higher symmetry at least SU(5), broken spontaneously at
some energies.
In 1987 his serious illness started, and physicians were very pessimistic about his
future. He chose to fight, not only for his life but rather for the possibility to con-
tinue his scientific work. He doubled his professional activity. In 1991 the newest
cosmological observations about the existence of repeated "Great Walls" separated
by hundred millions of light years suggested him to return to non-trivial topologies;
several papers were published about this possibility, and the present issue contains
one brief report on this. He died during this work, after several years of slow but
continuous worsening of his health.
His co-authors are continuing this work. At this point it is impossible to decide
which is the exact symmetry of the Universe from among the 3 possible ones, and
which is its topology from amongst the 10 possible ones for the symmetry E(3) or
from amongst the infinite or uncounted possibilities of the cases SO(4) or S0(3, 1).
For any case his strong ability for a global viewpoint is seriously lacked.
But his works remain, and we remember his thinking pattern and working style as
examples for our later work.

B~la Luk~lcs



11o INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONTRIBUTORS

Contributions to Sr~oaz~. CvLrv~ ~ SCIENCE are welcomed from the b~d~t inte~ational
circl~ and from ~p~n~tiv~ of all ~bolar~ and agistic fiel~ whe~ s~met~ ~nside~tions play an
im~nt rol~ ~e ~ should have an interdi~iplina~ cha~cter, d~ling ~th ~met~ in a
~nc~te (not only me~pho~l[) ~n~, ~ di~u~ in ’~ms and ~’ on p. 3~. ~e qua~erly has a
s~ial intcr~t in h~ dis~nt fields of a~, ~ien~, and t~hnolo~ may influen~ ~ch other in the
f~m~ork of ~met~ (s~met~lo~). ~e pa~ should ~ addr~ to a broad non~ialist public
in a [o~ which would en~u~ge the dialogue ~n di~iplin~.
Man~p~ may ~ submitt~ di~t~ to the ~ito~, or though mem~m of the Board of ISIS-
S~met~.

Contributors should note the following:
¯ All papers and notes are published in English and they should be submitted in that language. The
quarterly reviews and annotates, however, non-English publications as well.
¯ In the case of complicated scientific concepts or theories, the intuitive approach is recommended,
thereby minimizing the technical details. Hew associations and speculative remarks can be included, but
their tentative nature should be emphasized. The use of well-known quotations and illustrations should be
limited, while rarely mentioned sources, new connections, and hidden dimensions are welcomed.
¯ The papers should be submitted either by electronic mail to both editors, or on computer diskettes
(5 ¼" or 3.5") to Gy6rgy Darvas as text files (IBM PC compatible or Apple Macintosh); that is,
conventional characters should be used (ASCII) without italies or other formatting commands. Of course
typewritten texts will not be rejected, but the preparation of these items takes longer. For any method of
submission (e-mail, diskette, or ~ript), four hard-copies of the text are also required, where all the
necessary editing is marked in red (inserting non-ASCII characters, underlining words to be italicized,
etc.). Three hard-copies, including the master copy and the original illustrations, should be forwarded to
Gy6rgy Darvas, while the fourth copy should Ix: sent to D~nes Nag3’. No manuscripts, diskettes, or figures
will be returned, unless by special arrangement.

¯ The papers are accepted for publication on the understanding that the copyright is assigned to ISIS-
Symmetry. The Society, however, aiming to encourage the cooperation, will allow all reasonable requests
to photocopy articles or to reuse published materials. Each author will receive a complimentary copy of
the issue where his/her article appeared.

¯ Papers should begin with the title, the proposed running head (abbreviated form of the title of less than
35 characters), the proposed section of the quarterly where the article should appear (see the list in the
note ’Aims and Scope’), the name of the author(s), the mailing address (office or home), the electronic
mail address (if any), and an abstract of between 10 and 15 lines. A recent black-and-white photo, the
biographic data, and the list of symmetry-related publmcations of (each) author should be enclosed; see
the sample at the end.

¯ Only black-and-white, camera-ready illustrations (photos or drawings) can be used. The required
(approximate) location of the figures and tables should be indicated in the main text by typing their
numbers and captions (Figure 1: [text], Figure 2: [text], Table 1: [text], etc.), as new paragraphs. The
figures, which will be slightly reduc~I in printing, should be enclosed on separate sheets. The tables may
be given inside the text or enclosed separately.

¯ it is the author’s responsibility to obtain written permission to reproduce copyright materials.
¯ Either the British or the American spelling may be used, but the same convention should be followed
throughout the paper. The Chicago Manual of S~yle is recommended in case of any stylistic problem.
¯ Subtitles (numbered as 1, 2, 3, etc.) and subsidiary subtitles (1.1, 1.1.1, 1.1.2, 1.2, etc.) can be used,
without over-organizing the text. Footnotes should be avoided; parenthetic inserts within the text are
preferred.
¯ The ~ of references is recommended. The citations in the text should give the name, year, and, if
necessary, page, chapter, or other number(s) in one of the following forms: ... Weyl (1952, pp. 10-12) has
shown...; or ... as shown by some authors (Coxeter et al., 1986, p. 9; Shubnikov and Koptsik 1974, chap. 2;
Smith, 1981a, chaps. 3-4; Smith, 1981b, so:. 2.12; Smith, forthcoming). The full bibliographic description
of the references should be collected at the end of the paper in alphabetical order by authors’ names; see
the sample. This section should be entitled References.
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Sample of heading (Apologies for the strange names and addresses)
SYMMETRY IN AFRICAN ORNAMENTAL ART
BLACK-AND-WHITE PA’YI’ERNS IN CENTRAL AFRICA
Running head: Symmetry in African Art
Section: Symmetry: Culture & Science

Susanne Z. Dissymmetrist and Warren M. Symmetrist
8 Phyilotaxis Street Department of Disaymmetry, University of Symmetry
Sunflower City, CA 11 Z35, U.S.A. 69 Harmony Street, San Symmetrino, CA 69869, U.S.A.

E-mail: symmet rist @symmetry.edu
Abstract

The ornamental art of Africa is famous ...
Sample of references

In the following, note punctuation, capitalization, the use of square brackets (and the remarks in
parentheses). There is always a period at the very end of a bibliographic entry (but never at other places,
except in abbreviations). Brackets are used to enclose supplementary data. Those parts which should be
italicized -- titles of books, names of journals, etc. -- should be underlined in red on the hard-copies. In
the case of non-English publications both the original and the translated titles should be given (cf.,
Dissymmetrist, 1990).
Asymmetrist, A. Z. (or corporate author) (1981) Book Title: Subtitle, Series Title, No. 27, 2nd ed., City

(only the first one): Publisher, vii ~ 619 pp.; ~further data can be added, e.g.) 3rd ed., 2 vols., ibid.,
1985, viii + 444 + 484 pp. with 2 computer diskettes Reprint, ibid., 1988; German trans., German
Title, 2 vols., City:. Pub tsfier, 1990, 98~ pp.; Hungarian trans.

Asymmetrist, A. 7.., Dissymmetrist, S. Z., and Symmetrist, W. M. (1980-81) Article or e-mail article title:
Subtitle, Parts l-2,.loumal Name Without Abbreviation, [E-Journal or Discussion Group address:
journal@node (if applicable)], B22 (v.olume number), No. 6 (issue number if each one restarts
pagination), 110-119 (page numbers); B23, No. I, 1 I7-132 and i48 (for e-journals any appropriate
data).

Dissymmetrist, S.Z. (1989a) Chapter, article, symposium paper, or abstract title, [Abstract (if
applicable)], In: Editorologist, A.B. and Editoro]ogist~ C.D., eds., Book, Special Is.me; ProceedinB~
or Abstract Volume Title, [Special Issue (or) Symposium organized by the Dissymmetry Society,University of Symmetry, San S~nnmetrino, Calif., December 11-22, 1971 (those data which are not
available from the title, if applicable)], Vol. 2, City:. Publisher, 19-20 (for special issues the data of
the journal).

Dissymmetrist, S. Z. (1989b) Dissertation Title, [Ph.D. Dissertation], City:. Institution, 248 pp. (Exhibition
Catalogs, Manuscripts, Master’s The~es, Mimeographs, Patents, Preprints, Working Papers, etc. in
a similar way;, Audiocassettes, Audiotapes Compact Disks Computer Diskettes, Computer
Software, F ms, M crofiches, Microfilms, Slides, Sound D sks, V deocasettes, etc. with necessary
modifications, adding the appropriate technical data).

Dissymmetrist, S.Z., ed. (1990) Dissirrunetriya v nauke (title in original, or transliterated, form),
[Dissymmetry in science, in Russian with German summary], Trans. from English by
Antisymmetrist, B. W., etc.

Phyllotaxist, F. B. (1899/1972) Title of the 1972 Edin’on, ’[Reprint, or Translation, of the 1899 ed.], etc.
[Symmetrist, W. M.] (1989) Review of Title of the Reviewed Work, by S. Z. Dissymmetrist, etc. (if the

review has an additional title, then it should appear first; if the authorship of a work is not revealed
in the publication, but known from other sources, the name should be enclosed in brackets).

In the case of lists of publications, or bibliographies submitted to Syraraetro-graphy, the same convention
should be used. The items may be annotated, beginning in a new paragraph. The annotation, a maximum
of five lines, should emphasize those symmetry-related aspects and conclusions of the work which are not
obvious from the title. For books, the list of (important) reviews, can also be added.

Sample of biographic entry
Name: Warren M. Symmetrist, Educator, mathematician, (b. Boston, Mass., U.S.A., 1938).
Address: Department of Dissymmetry, University of Symmetry, 69 Harmony Street, San Symmetrino,
Calif. 69869, U.S.A. E.mail: symmetrist@symmetry.edu
Fields of interest: Geometry, mathematical crystallography (also ornamental arts, anthropology -- non-
profe~ional interests in parentheses).
Awards: Symmetry Award, 1987; Dissymmetry Medal, 1989.
Publications and/or Exhibitions: List all the symmetry-related publications/exhibitions in chronological
order, following the conventions of the references and annotations. Please mark the most important
publications, not more than five items, by asterisks. This shorter list will be published together with the
article, while the full list will be included in the computerized data bank of ISIS-Symmetry.



112 AIMS AND SCOPE

There are many disciplinary periodicais and symposia in various fields of art, science, and technology, but broad
interdisciplinary forums for the connections between distant fields are ve~, rare. Cons~uently, the interdisci-
plin.ary papers.are d!spersed in very different journals and proceedings. This fact makes the cooperation of the
a.uthors difficult, and even affects the ability to locate their papers.
In our ’split culture’, there is an obvious need for interdisciplinary journals that have the basic goal of building
bridges (~symmetries’) between vanons fields of the arts and sciences. Becans~ of the variety of topic~ available,
the concrete, but general, concept of symmetry was selected as the focus of the journal, since it has roots in both
science and art.

SY~O~.T~Y:._ C~L~URg .~aVD SCIENCE is the quarterly of the l~rrF.~o~ SOClETY ~OS T~ INTERDI$¢~PLIHARY
STUDY OF ~’Y~O, fETRY (abbreviation: ISIS-Sy6une~y, shorter name: Symmeoy Sociay). ISIS-S]~,mmetry was founded
during the symposium Symmetry of Sm~cture (First Interdi~cipFma~ Symmetry Symposu~n and Exhibition),
Budapest, August 13-19, 1989. The focus of ISIS:Symmetry is not only on the concept of symmetry, but also its
as.socrates (asymmetry~ dissymmetry, antisymmetry, etc.) and related concepts (proportion, rhythm, invanance,
el,’) in aninterdisciphnary and intercultural context. We may refer to this broad approach to the concept as
symm~_.o_lo~. The suffix -/ogy can be associated not only with knowledge of concrete fields (cf., biology, geol-
ogy, philology~ l~ychology, sociology, etc.) and discourse or treatise (cf., methodology, chronology, etc.), but
also ~ith the Greek termtnology of proportion (cf., logos, an4alo~ia, and their Latin translations rado,propo~do).
The basic goals of the Society are

(1) to bring t.ogether artists and scientists, educators and students devoted to, or interested in, the research
and understanding of the concept and application of symmetry (asymmetry, dissymmetry);

(’2) to provide regular information to the general public about events in symmetrology;
(3) to ensure a regular forum (including the organization of symposia, and the publication of a periodical) for

all thes~ interestedin symmetrology.
The Society organiz~ the triennial lnt~dlsciplinary Symmet~ Symp_~_si~_ and Exhibition (starting with the sym-
posium of 1989) and other workshops, mcetmgs, and exhibitions.~he forums of the Society are informal ones,
which do not substitute for the disciplinary conferences, only supplement them with a broader perspective.
The (~uarterly - a non-commercial scholarly journal, as well as the forum of ISIS-Symmetry - publishes original
papers on symmetry and related questions which present n~v results or new connections between known results.
The papen; are addre~ed to a broad non-speciahst public without becoming too general and have an interdis-
ciplinary character in one of the following senses:

(l) they describe concrete interdisciplinary ’bridges’ between different fields of art, science, and technology
using the concept of symmetry;
fi_(,2)-_theYc~u.~, survey the importance of symmetry in a concrete field with an emphasis on possible °bridges’ to other

The Ouarterly also has a special interest in historic and educational questions, as well as in symmetry-related
recreations, games, and computer programs.
The regular sections of the Quarter/y:
¯ Symmetry: Culture & Science (papers classified as humanities, but also connected with scientific questions)
¯ Sy~nmetry: Science & Culture (papers classified as science, but also connected with the humanities)
¯ Symmetry in Education (articles on the theory and practice of education, reports on interdisciplinary

projects)
¯ Mosaic of Symmetry (short papers within a discipline, but appealing to broader interest)
¯ SFS: Symmetric Forum of the Society (calendar of events, announcements o~ ISIS-Symmetry, news from

members, announcements of projects and publications)
¯ S .y~unet~-gruphy (biblio/disco/software/I-udo/historio-graphies, reviews of books and papers, notes on

anmversanes)
¯ Rellections: Letters to the Editors (comments on papers, letters of general interest)
Additional non-regular sections:
¯ S3~metrospcw.t|v¢: #, Historic View (survey articles, recollections, reprints or English translations of basic

papers)
¯ Symmetry~ A Sl~¢ial Foc~ oa ... (round table discussions or survey articles with comments on topic~ of

special interest)
¯ ~,vrametr~ An Interview with _ (discussions with scholars and artists, also introducing the Honorary

members ot ISIS-Symmetry)
¯ Symmetry: The Interfac~ otArt & Selene® (works of both artistic and scientific inter~t)
¯ R~v.at|onal Symm©try (problems, puzzles, games, computer programs, descriptions o[scientific toys;

for example, tiling~, polyhedra, and origami)          -
Both the lack of seasonal references and the centrosymmetric spine design emphasiz~ the international charac-
ter of the Society;, to accept one or another convention would be a ’symmetry violation’. In the first part of the
abbreviation ISIS-Sym:~_nc._ay all the letters are capitalized, while the centrosymmetric image iSIS! on the spine is
flanked by ’Symmetry’ from both directions~ T[iis Convention emphasizes that ISIS-Symmetry and its quarterly
have ao direct connection with other organizations or journals which also use the word l~is or ISIS. There are
more than twenty ~den~ical acronyms and more than ten such periodicals, many of which have already ceased to
exist representing various fields, including the history of science, mythology, natural philosophy, and oriental
studio. ISIS-Symmetry has, however, some interest in the symmetry-related quest ons of many of these fields.



Germany. FR Andre.as Dress, Fakutt~t fOr Mathemallk,
Unlvers~tal B~elefeld.
D-336L5 B~elefeld 1, Postfach 8640, F R. Germany
IGeometry. Mathemat~zation of Soence]

Theo Hahn, Insorut fOr KJ-istallograph~e.
Rhemtsch-Westf’absche Techniscbe Hochschule,
D-W-5110 Aachen. F R. Germany
I M meralogy. Crystallography]

ttungary" Mlh~lly Szoboszlai, I~plUSszm~’rnokl Kar,
Budapest= M6szakl Eg)’etem
(Facuhy of Arcfotecture, Technical Umverslty of Budapest),
Budapest. PO Box 91. H-1521 Hungary
[Archnecture, Geometry, Computer Aided Architectural Design]

Italy Giuseppe Caglioti, Ist,tulo dl Ingegnena Nucleate -
CESNEF. Pohtecmco d] Milan, Vm Portz~o 3413,
1-20133 Mdano. Italy
[Nuclear Physics. V~ual Psychology]

Poland Janusz Rebielak, Wydzial Architektury,
Pobtcchntka Wro¢ tav¢~ k~
(Department of Architecture, Techmca[ Umversity of Wroctaw),
ul. B Prusa 53/55. PL 50-317 Wroclaw, Poland
[Architecture, Morphology of Space St~ctures]

Portugal: Jos~ Lima-de-F-aria, Centro de Cristalografia
e Mineralog~a. lnsotuto de Invest~ga¢~Io Ctentifica Tropical,
AJameda D Afonso Henr~ques 41. 4.*Esq., P-J000 Lisb~a,
Portugal
[Crystallography. Mineralogy. History of Scmnce]

Rornanta Solomon Marcus, Faculmtea de Matematica,
Universflztca d~n Bucurc.~li
(Faculty of Mathemalics. Umvers~ty of Bucharest),
Str Acadcmmi 14, R-70109 Bucurestl (Bucharest), Romania
IMathemat~cal Analysis. Mathematical Lmgutstics and Poetics,
Mathematical Semrottcs of Natural and Social Sctences]

P,u.ss,o Vladimir A. Koptsik, Fiztchesk~l fakultet,
Moskovskn gosudarstveonyl umversltet
(Physical Faculty, Moscow State Umverstty)
117234 Moskva. Russm
[C rystalphysics|

Scandmovla" Ture 9,~ster, Sktvelaboratoriel,
Ba::rende Konstraktmner, Kongehge Danske
Kunstakademi - Ark~tektskole
(Laboratory for Plate Slructures, Department of Slructural
Science. Royal Damsh Academy - School of Architecture),
Peder Skramsgade 1. DK-1054 Kobenhavn K (Copenhagen),
Denmark [Polyhedral Structures. Biomechanics]

Switzerland" Caspar Schwabe, Ars Geometnca
Ramlstrasse 5, CH-8024 Zurich, Switzerland
tars Geometrical

UK. Mary Harris. Moths in Work Project.
Insutute of Education. Umversity of London.
20 Bedford Way. London WCIH 0AL. England
[Geometry. Ethnomathemaocs. Textde Design]

Anthony Hill. 24 Charlotte Street. London WI, England
IV~sual Am. Matbemaucs and An]

Yugoslama. Slavik V. Jablan, Matematd:kl instttut
(Mathemattcal Institute), Knez M~hallova 35, pp. 367,
YU-II001 Beograd (Belgrade). Yugoslavia
IGeometry. Ornamental Art, Anthropulogy]

Chatrpersorts of

Art and Sctence Exhlb,tions" L,~l~zl6 Beke,
Magyar Nemzeti Gal6rm (Hungarmn Nat,onal Gallery).
Budapest, Buda’.~n Palota, H-IOI4 Hungary

Itsuo Sakane, Faculty of Env,ronrnental
lnformat*on, Kelo Umvers,ty at Shonan Fujisawa Campus,
5322 Endoh, Fu)~sau,’a 252, J’apan

Cogmttve Science Douglas R. Hofstadter, Center for Research
on Concepts and Cognition, Indiana Umversuy,
Bloomington, Indmna 47408, U.S A

Computing and Applied Mathematics: Sergei P. Kurdyumov.
lnst~tut prlkladnol matematiki ~m. M V Keldysha RAN
(M V Keldysh Institute o[ Apphed Mathematics, Russian
Academy of Sctences), 125047 Mosk~, Mtusskaya pl. 4, Russm

Educanon Peter Klein, FB ErT:iehungswissertschaft,
Umverstt~t Hamburg, Von-Metle-Park 8,
D-20146 Hamburg 13, ER. Germany

Htstory and Phdosophy of Science. Klaus Mainzer,
Lehrstuhl Fur Phllosophm, Universitfi! Augsburg,
Umversitatsstr 10, D-W-8900 Augsburg, ER Germany

Project Chairpersons

Archttecture and Mustc" Emanuel Dimas de Mein Pimento,
Rua Tterno Galvan, Lore 5B - 2.*C, P-1200 L~sboa, Portugal

Am and Biology: Werner Hahn, Waldweg 8, D-35075
Gladenbach. ER. Germany

E~9lutton of the Universe. Jan Mozr-zymas, Instytut Fizykt,
Umwersytet Wroci’awski
(inslltute of Theoreucal Physics, University of Wroc~’aw),
ul. Cybulskaego 36, PL 50-205 Wrocl’aw. Poland

Higher-Dimensional Graphics Koji Miyazaki,
Department of Grapfocs, College of Liberal Art&
Kyoto Umvers~ty, Yoshida, Sakyo-ku, Kyote 606, Japan

Knowledge Repnvsentation by Maastwacmres: Ted Goranson,
Sir,us Incorporated, 1976 Munden Point. Virgima Beach,
VA 23457-1227. U.S A

Pattern Mathematics: Bert Zaslow,
Department of Chermstry, Arizona State University, Tempe,
AZ 85287-1604, U.S.A.

Polyhedral Transformations" Hare~h Lalvani,
School of Architecture. Pran Institute, 200 Willoughby Avenue,
Brooklyn, NY 11205, U.S.A

Proportion and Harmony in Arts: S. K. Heninger, Jr.
Department of English. Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill, Chapel Hill. NC 27599-3520, U.S.A.

Shape Grammar: George Stiny, Graduate School of Architecture
and Urban Planning, Universtty of Cahfonfia Los Angeles,
Los Angeles, CA 90024-1467, U.S.A.

Space Strucnares" Koryo Miura, 3-9-7 "Tsurul~v,-a, Machida,
Tokyo 195, Japan

Tibor Tarnai, Technical Untverslty of Budapest,
Department of Cwll Engineering Mechamcs,
Budapest, Mdegyetem rkp. 3. H-IIII Hungary

Liaison Persons

Andra Akem (International Synergy Institute)
Stephen G. Davies (Journal Terrahedron: Assymmetry)
Bruno Gruber (Symposia Symmemes in Science)
Alajos KAIm~n (International Union of Crystallography)
Roger F. Malina (Journal 12onordo and International Society for
the Arts, Scmnces, and Technology)
Tohru Ogawa and Ry’uji Takak{ (Journal Forma and Society for
Scmnce on Form)
Dennis Sharp (Comit~ International des Critiques
d’Archttecture)
E.rT~bet Tusa (INTAK’T Society)
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